










































Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714–88):
Sonata in C minor, W. 161/1 (“Program Trio”)

The most famous of C. P. E. Bach’s relatively few trio sonatas is the one in C minor which 
appeared in score as the first of two in a printed edition entitled Zwey Trio. Published in 1751 by 
Schmidt of Nuremberg, the piece had been composed two years earlier at Potsdam. It was 
accompanied in the first edition by the sonata in B-flat for two violins (or flute and violin) and 
continuo, written in 1748. A scan of this first edition is available online at 
http://imslp.org/wiki/Trio_Sonata_in_C_minor,_H.579_(Bach,_Carl_Philipp_Emanuel).

The C-minor trio is well known for its programmatic design, which the composer explains in a 
preface as representing a dialog between a melancholy person (“Melancholicus”) and a livelier, 
more cheerful one (“Sanguineus”). The preface includes a list of stages in the dialog, each cued 
by a letter which also appears within the score. Further discussion of the piece can be found in 
my book The Music of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 
2014), pp. 103–6.

The sonata is almost always performed today by two violins and basso continuo, but the original 
edition permits a second way of playing it, as a duo for one violin and obbligato keyboard. This 
sort of substitution was a standard practice at mid-century Berlin, documented in other works of 
C. P. E. Bach and in compositions by his Berlin colleagues such as Quantz. (An example by the 
latter can be heard in my recording, with flutist Mary Oleskiewicz, of Quantz’s G-minor sonata 
QV 2:35, on Hungaroton Classic HCD 32617, (p) 2011). Unfortunately, as the composer 
explains in the preface, the score as published is inconvenient for this manner of performance, 
for the keyboard player is meant to take the livelier first violin part, representing Sanguineus, but 
as printed this part is separated from the bass line, which the keyboardist must also play.

The present score facilitates this alternate manner of performance by rearranging the parts, 
placing the original first violin line on the middle staff. It also includes shortened English 
versions of the composer’s programmatic rubrics, and it adds realizations of the unfigured bass 
line as well as occasional further amplifications of the harmony in the keyboard part (all 
additions appear in small notes). The second violin part is unchanged. The score is based on the 
first edition together with the figured bass part in the manuscript Washington, Library of 
Congress, M412.A2 B16, written by the composer’s assistant Hering.

The keyboard part might be played on either harpsichord or fortepiano; the latter will better 
handle the many dynamic changes. Naturally the present realization provides only suggestions; 
some chords are left incomplete, following the composer’s advice for galant accompaniment in 
chapters 25–34 of his Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, vol. 2 (Berlin, 1762); 
chap. 6 in the English translation by William J. Mitchell (New York: Norton, 1949). Players may 
derive some ideas from a performance by the editor recorded on March 30, 2016 at Wagner 
College in New York City (movements 1–2; movement 3).

Further information about the work and its sources can be found in the introduction and critical 
commentary for the edition by Christoph Wolff in volume 2/2.2 of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach:  
The Complete Works (Los Altos: Packard Humanities Institute, 2011). Wolff’s edition of the 
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score, which incorporates Hering’s figured bass, is available online at 
http://cpebach.org/pdfs/works/Series%20II/II-2-2/II-2-2-Wq161-1.pdf. Parts, including a second 
violin part that can be used with the present edition, are available on the same website at 
http://cpebach.org/license?file=II-2-2-parts.html.
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